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This produced a ferocious reaction in the South, and I was
belabored for months, and even years afterward in a very extravagant manner. The essay in its final form, as it is here reproduced, dates sadly, but I have let it stand as a sort of historical
document. On the heels of the violent denunciations of the elder
Southerners there soon came a favorable response from the more
civilized youngsters, and there is reason to believe that my attack
had something to do with that revival of Southern letters which
followed in the middle 19 20 's.

Alas, for the South! Her books have grown fewerShe never was much given to literature.
the lamented J. Gordon Coogler, author of these elegiac
lines, there was the insight of a true poet. He was the last bard
of Dixie, at least in the legitimate line. Down there a poet is
now almost as rare as an oboe-player, a dry-point etcher or a
metaphysician. It is, indeed, amazing to contemplate so vast a
vacuity. One thinks of the interstellar spaces, of the colossal
reaches of the now mythical ether. Nearly the whole of Europe
could be lost in that stupendous region of worn-out farms,
shoddy cities and paralyzed cerebrums: one could throw in
France, Germany and Italy, and still have room for the British
Isles. And yet, for all its size and all its wealth and all the “progress” it babbles of, it is almost as sterile, artistically, intellectuN
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ally, culturally, as the Sahara Desert. There are single acres in
Europe that house more first-rate men than all the states south
of the Potomac; there are probably single square miles in America. If the whole of the late Confederacy were to be engulfed by
a tidal wave tomorrow, the effect upon the civilized minority of
men in the world would be but little greater than that of a flood
on the Yang-tse-kiang. It would be impossible in all history to
match so complete a drying-up of a civilization.
I say a civilization because that is what, in the old days, the
South had, despite the Baptist and Methodist barbarism that
reigns down there now. More, it was a civilization of manifold
excellences-perhaps the best that the Western Hemisphere had
ever seen-undoubtedly the best that These States have ever seen.
Down to the middle of the last century, and even beyond, the
main hatchery of ideas on this side of the water was across the
Potomac bridges. The New England shopkeepers and theologians
never really developed a civilization; all they ever developed was a
government. They were, at their best, tawdry and tacky fellows,
oafish in manner and devoid of imagination; one searches the
books in vain for mention of a salient Yankee gentleman; as well
look for a Welsh gentleman. But in the South there were men of
delicate fancy, urbane instinct and aristocratic manner-in brief,
superior men-in brief, gentry. To politics, their chief diversion,
they brought active and original minds. It was there that nearly
all the political theories we still cherish and suffer under came to
birth. It was there that the crude dogmatism of New England was
refined and humanized. It was there, above all, that some attention was given to the art of living-that life got beyond and above
the state of a mere infliction and became an exhilarating experience. A certain notable spaciousness was in the ancient Southern
scheme of things. The Ur-Confederate had leisure. He liked to toy
with ideas. He was hospitable and tolerant. He had the vague
thing that we call culture.
But consider the condition of his late empire today. The picture gives one the creeps. It is as if the Civil War stamped out
every last bearer of the torch, and left only a mob of peasants
on the field. One thinks of Asia Minor, resigned to Armenians,
Greeks and wild swine, of Poland abandoned to the Poles. In all
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that gargantuan paradise of the fourth-rate there is not a single
picture gallery worth going into, or a single orchestra capable of
playing the nine symphonies of Beethoven, or a single opera-house,
or a single theater devoted to decent plays, or a single public
monument that is worth looking at, or a single workshop devoted
to the making of beautiful things. Once you have counted James
Branch Cabell (a lingering survivor of the ancien regime: a scarlet dragon-fly imbedded in opaque amber) you will not find a
single Southern prose writer who can actually write. And once
you have-but when you come to critics, musical composers,
painters, sculptors, architects and the like, you will have to give
it up, for there is not even a bad one between the Potomac mudflats and the Gulf. Nor a historian. Nor a philosopher. Nor a
theologian. Nor a scientist. In all these fields the South is an aweinspiring blank-a brother to Portugal, Serbia and Albania.
Consider, for example, the present estate and dignity of Virginia-in the great days indubitably the premier American state,
the mother of Presidents and statesmen, the home of the first
American university worthy of the name, the arbiter elegantiarum
of the Western World. Well, observe Virginia today. It is years
since a first-rate man, save only Cabell, has come out of it; it is
years since an idea has come out of it. The old aristocracy went
down the red gullet of war; the poor white trash are now in the
saddle. Politics in Virginia are cheap, ignorant, parochial, idiotic;
there is scarcely a man in office above the rank of a professional
job-seeker; the political doctrine that prevails is made up of handme-downs from the bumpkinry of the Middle West-Bryanism,
Prohibition, all that sort of filthy claptrap; the administration of
the law is turned over to professors of Puritanism and espionage;
a Washington or a Jefferson, dumped there by some act of God,
would be denounced as a scoundrel and jailed overnight.
Elegance, esprit, culture? Virginia has no art, no literature, no
philosophy, no mind or aspiration of her own. Her education has
sunk to the Baptist seminary level; not a single contribution to
human knowledge has come out of her colleges in twenty-five
years; she spends less than half upon her common schools, per
capita than any Northern state spends. In brief, an intellectual
Gobi or Lapland. Urbanity, politesse, chivalry? Go to! It was in
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Virginia that they invented the device of searching for contraband
whiskey in women’s underwear. . . . There remains, at the top, a
ghost of the old aristocracy, a bit wistful and infinitely charming.
But it has lost all its old leadership to fabulous monsters from the
lower depths; it is submerged in an industrial plutocracy that is
ignorant and ignominious. The mind of the state, as it is revealed
to the nation, is pathetically naive and inconsequential. It no
longer reacts with energy and elasticity to great problems. It has
fallen to the bombastic trivialities of the camp-meeting and the
stump. One could no more imagine a Lee or a Washington in the
Virginia of today than one could imagine a Huxley in Nicaragua.
I choose the Old Dominion, not because I disdain it, but precisely because I esteem it. It is, by long odds, the most civilized
of the Southern states, now as always. It has sent a host of creditable sons northward; the stream kept running into our own time.
Virginians, even the worst of them, show the effects of a great
tradition. They hold themselves above other Southerners, and with
sound pretension. If one turns to such a commonwealth as Georgia
the picture becomes far darker. There the liberated lower orders
of whites have borrowed the worst commercial bounderism of the
Yankee and superimposed it upon a culture that, at bottom, is but
little removed from savagery. Georgia is at once the home of the
cotton-mill sweater, of the Methodist parson turned Savonarola
and of the lynching bee. A self-respecting European, going there
to live, would not only find intellectual stimulation utterly lacking;
he would actually feel a certain insecurity, as if the scene were the
Balkans or the China Coast. There is a state with more than half
the area of Italy and more population than either Denmark or
Norway, and yet in thirty years it has not produced a single idea.
Once upon a time a Georgian printed a couple of books that attracted notice, but immediately it turned out that he was little
more than an amanuensis for the local blacks-that his works were
really the products, not of white Georgia, but of black Georgia.
Writing afterward as a white man, he swiftly subsided into the
fifth rank. And he is not only the glory of the literature of Georgia; he is, almost literally, the whole of the literature of Georgia
-nay, of the entire art of Georgia. 1
1 The reference here, of course, was to Joel Chandler Harris.
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Virginia is the best of the South today, and Georgia is perhaps the worst. The one is simply senile; the other is crass, gross,
vulgar and obnoxious. Between lies a vast plain of mediocrity,
stupidity, lethargy, almost of dead silence. In the North, of course,
there is also grossness, crassness, vulgarity, The North, in its way,
is also stupid and obnoxious. But nowhere in the North is there
such complete sterility, so depressing a lack of all civilized gesture
and aspiration. One would find it difficult to unearth a secondrate city between the Ohio and the Pacific that isn’t struggling to
establish an orchestra, or setting up a little theater, or going in for
an art gallery, or making some other effort to get into touch with
civilization. These efforts often fail, and sometimes they succeed
rather absurdly, but under them there is at least an impulse that
deserves respect, and that is the impulse to seek beauty and to
experiment with ideas, and so to give the life of every day a certain dignity and purpose. You will find no such impulse in the
South. There are no committees down there cadging subscriptions
for orchestras; if a string quartet is ever heard there, the news of it
has never come out; an opera troupe; when it roves the land, is a
nine days’ wonder. The little theater movement has swept the
whole country, enormously augmenting the public interest in
sound plays, giving new dramatists their chance, forcing reforms
upon the commercial theater, Everywhere else the wave rolls
high-but along the line of the Potomac it breaks upon a rockbound shore. There is no little theater beyond. There is no gallery
of pictures. No artist ever gives exhibitions. No one talks of such
things; No one seems to be interested in such things.
As for the cause of this unanimous torpor and doltishness, this
curious and almost pathological estrangement from everything
that makes for a civilized culture, I have hinted at it already and
now state it again. The South has simply been drained of all its
best blood. The vast hemorrhage of the Civil War half exterminated and wholly paralyzed the old aristocracy, and so left the
land to the harsh mercies of the poor white trash, now its masters. The war, of course, was not a complete massacre. It spared
a decent number of first-rate Southerners-perhaps even some of
the very best. Moreover, other countries, notably France and Germany, have survived far more staggering butcheries, and even
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showed marked progress thereafter. But the war not only cost a
great many valuable lives; it also brought bankruptcy, demoralization and despair in its train- and so the majority of the first-rate
Southerners that were left, broken in spirit and unable to live
under the new dispensation, cleared out. A few went to South
America, to Egypt, to the Far East. Most came north. They were
fecund; their progeny is widely dispersed, to the great benefit of
the North. A Southerner of good blood almost always does well
in the North. He finds, even in the big cities, surroundings fit for a
man of condition. His peculiar qualities have a high social value,
and are esteemed. He is welcomed by the codfish aristocracy as
one palpably superior. But in the South he throws up his hands.
It is impossible for him to stoop to the common level. He cannot
brawl in politics with the grandsons of his grandfather’s tenants,
He is unable to share their fierce jealousy of the emerging blackthe cornerstone of all their public thinking. He is anesthetic to
their theological and political enthusiasms. He finds himself an
alien at their feasts of soul. And so he withdraws into his tower,
and is heard of no more. Cabell is almost a perfect example. His
eyes, for years, were turned toward the past; he became a professor of the grotesque genealogizing that decaying aristocracies
affect; it was only by a sort of accident that he discovered himself
to be an artist. The South is unaware of the fact to this day; it
regards Woodrow Wilson and John Temple Graves as much finer
stylists, and Frank L. Stanton as an infinitely greater poet. If it
has heard, which I doubt, that Cabell has been hoofed by the
Comstocks, it unquestionably views that assault as a deserved
rebuke to a fellow who indulges a lewd passion for fancy writing,
and is a covert enemy to the Only True Christianity.
What is needed down there, before the vexatious public problems of the region may be intelligently approached, is a survey
of the population by competent ethnologists and anthropologists.
The immigrants of the North have been studied at great length,
and anyone who is interested may now apply to the Bureau of
Ethnology for elaborate data as to their racial strains, their stature
and cranial indices, their relative capacity for education, and the
changes that they undergo under American Kultur. But the older
stocks of the South, and particularly the emancipated and domi( 162 )
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nant poor white trash, have never been investigated scientifically,
and most of the current generalizations about them are probably
wrong. For example, the generalization that they are purely AngloSaxon in blood. This I doubt very seriously. The chief strain down
there, I believe, is Celtic rather than Saxon, particularly in the hill
country French blood, too, shows itself here and there, and so
does Spanish, and so does German. The last-named entered from
the northward, by way of the limestone belt just east of the
Alleghenies, Again, it is very likely that in some parts of the South
a good many of the plebeian whites have more than a trace of
Negro blood. Interbreeding under concubinage produced some
very light half-breeds at an early day, and no doubt appreciable
numbers of them went over into the white race by the simple
process of changing their abode. Not long ago I read a curious
article by an intelligent Negro, in which he stated that it is easy
for a very light Negro to pass as white in the South on account of
the fact that large numbers of Southerners accepted as white have
distinctly negroid features. Thus it becomes a delicate and dangerous matter for a train conductor or a hotelkeeper to challenge
a suspect. But the Celtic strain is far more obvious than any of
these others. It not only makes itself visible in physical stigmata
-e.g., leanness and dark coloring-but also in mental traits. For
example, the religious thought of the South is almost precisely
identical with the religious thought of Wales. There is the same
naive belief in an anthropomorphic Creator but little removed, in
manner and desire, from an evangelical bishop; there is the same
submission to an ignorant and impudent sacerdotal tyranny, and
there is the same sharp contrast between doctrinal orthodoxy and
private ethics. Read Caradoc Evans’s ironical picture of the Welsh
Wesleyans in his preface to “My Neighbors,” and you will be
instantly reminded of the Georgia and Carolina Methodists. The
most booming sort of piety, in the South, is not incompatible with
the theory that lynching is a benign institution. Two generations
ago it was not incompatible with an ardent belief in slavery.
It is highly probable that some of the worst blood of western
Europe flows in the veins of the Southern poor whites, now poor
no longer. The original strains, according to every honest historian, were extremely corrupt. Philip Alexander Bruce (a Virgin( 163 )
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ian of the old gentry) says in his “Industrial History of Virginia
in the Seventeenth Century” that the first native-born generation
was largely illegitimate. “One of the most common offenses against
morality committed in the lower ranks of life in Virginia during
the Seventeenth Century," he says, “was bastardy.” The mothers
of these bastards, he continues, were chiefly indentured servants,
and “had belonged to the lowest class in their native country.”
Fanny Kemble Butler, writing of the Georgia poor whites of a
century later, described them as “the most degraded race of human
beings claiming an Anglo-Saxon origin that can be found on the
face of the earth--filthy, lazy, ignorant, brutal, proud, penniless
savages.” The Sunday-school and the chautauqua, of course, have
appreciably mellowed the descendants of these “savages,” and
their economic progress and rise to political power have done perhaps even more, but the marks of their origin are still unpleasantly
plentiful. Every now and then they produce a political leader who
puts their secret notions of the true, the good and the beautiful
into plain words, to the amazement and scandal of the rest of the
country. That amazement is turned into downright incredulity
when news comes that his platform has got him high office, and
that he is trying to execute it.
In the great days of the South the line between the gentry and
the poor whites was very sharply drawn. There was absolutely
no intermarriage. So far as I know there is not a single instance
in history of a Southerner of the upper class marrying one of the
bondwomen described by Mr. Bruce. In other societies characterized by class distinctions of that sort it is common for the lower
class to be improved by extra-legal crosses. That is to say, the
men of the upper class take women of the lower class as mistresses,
and out of such unions spring the extraordinary plebeians who
rise sharply from the common level, and so propagate the delusion
that all other plebeians would do the same thing if they had the
chance-in brief, the delusion that class distinctions are merely
economic and conventional, and not congenital and genuine. But
in the South the men of the upper classes sought their mistresses
among the blacks, and after a few generations there was so much
white blood in the black women that they were considerably more
attractive than the unhealthy and bedraggled women of the poor
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whites. This preference continued into our own time. A Southerner
of good family once told me in all seriousness that he had reached
his majority before it ever occurred to him that a white woman
might make quite as agreeable a mistress as the octaroons of his
jejune fancy. If the thing has changed of late, it is not the fault
of the Southern white man, but of the Southern mulatto women.
The more sightly yellow girls of the region, with improving
economic opportunities, have gained self-respect, and so they are
no longer as willing to enter into concubinage as their grand-dams
were.
As a result of this preference of the Southern gentry for mulatto mistresses there was created a series of mixed strains containing the best white blood of the South, and perhaps of the whole
country. As another result the poor whites went unfertilized from
above, and so missed the improvement that so constantly shows
itself in the peasant stocks of other countries. It is a commonplace
that nearly all Negroes who rise above the general are of mixed
blood, usually with the white predominating. I know a great many
Negroes, and it would be hard for me to think of an exception.
What is too often forgotten is that this white blood is not the blood
of the poor whites but that of the old gentry. The mulatto girls of
the early days despised the poor whites as creatures distinctly
inferior to Negroes, and it was thus almost unheard of for such a
girl to enter into relations with a man of that submerged class. This
aversion was based upon a sound instinct. The Southern mulatto of
today is a proof of it. Like all other half-breeds he is an unhappy
man, with disquieting tendencies toward anti-social habits of
thought, but he is intrinsically a better animal than the pureblooded descendant of the old poor whites, and he not infrequently
demonstrates it. It is not by accident that the Negroes of the South
are making faster progress, culturally, than the masses of the
whites. It is not by accident that the only visible esthetic activity
in the South is in their hands. No Southern composer has ever
written music so good as that of half a dozen white-black composers who might be named. Even in politics, the Negro reveals a
curious superiority. Despite the fact that the race question has
been the main political concern of the Southern whites for two
generations, to the practical exclusion of everything else, they have
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contributed nothing to its discussion that has impressed the rest
of the world so deeply and so favorably as three or four books by
Southern Negroes.
Entering upon such themes, of course, one must resign one’s
self to a vast misunderstanding and abuse. The South has not only
lost its old capacity for producing ideas; it has also taken on the
worst intolerance of ignorance and stupidity. Its prevailing mental
attitude for several decades past has been that of its own hedge
ecclesiastics. All who dissent from its orthodox doctrines are
scoundrels. All who presume to discuss its ways realistically are
damned. I have had, in my day, several experiences in point. Once,
after I had published an article on some phase of the eternal race
question, 2 a leading Southern newspaper replied by printing a
column of denunciation of my father, then dead nearly twenty
years-a philippic placarding him as an ignorant foreigner of
dubious origin, inhabiting "the Baltimore ghetto” and speaking a
dialect recalling that of Weber & Fields --two thousand words of
incandescent nonsense, utterly false and beside the point, but
exactly meeting the latter-day Southern notion of effective controversy. Another time, I published a short discourse on lynching,
arguing that the sport was popular in ‘the South because the backward culture of the region denied the populace more seemly recreations. Among such recreations I mentioned those afforded by
brass bands, symphony orchestras, boxing matches, amateur
athletic contests, horse races, and so on. In reply another great
Southern journal denounced me as a man “of wineshop temperament, brass-jewelry tastes and pornographic predilections.” In
other words, brass bands, in the South, are classed with brass
jewelry, and both are snares of the devil! To advocate setting up
symphony orchestras is pornography! . . . Alas, when the touchy
Southerner attempts a greater urbanity, the result is often even
worse, Some time ago a colleague of mine printed an article deploring the arrested cultural development of Georgia. In reply he
received a number of protests from patriotic Georgians, and all of
them solemnly listed the glories of the state. I indulge in a few
specimens :
2 “Si Mutare Potest Aethiops Pellum Suam,” Smart Set, Sept., 1917, pp. 138-42.
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Who has not heard of Asa G. Candler, whose name is
synonymous with Coca-Cola, a Georgia product?
The first Sunday school in the world was opened in Savannah.
Who does not recall with pleasure the writings of . . . Frank
L. Stanton, Georgia’s brilliant poet?
Georgia was the first state to organize a Boys’ Corn Club in
the South-Newton county, 1904.
The first to suggest a common United Daughters of the
Confederacy badge was Mrs. Raynes, of Georgia.
The first to suggest a state historian of the United Daughters
of the Confederacy was Mrs. C. Helen Plane (Macon convention,
1896).
The first to suggest putting to music Heber’s “From Greenland’s Icy Mountains” was Mrs. F. R. Goulding, of Savannah.

And so on, and so on. These proud boasts came, remember,
not from obscure private persons, but from "leading Georgians"
-in one case, the state historian. Curious sidelights upon the exConfederate mind! Another comes from a stray copy of a Negro
paper. It describes an ordinance passed by the city council of
Douglas, Ga., forbidding any trousers presser, on penalty of forfeiting a $500 bond, to engage in “pressing for both white and
colored.” This in a town, says the Negro paper, where practically
all of the white inhabitants have "their food prepared by colored
hands,” "their babies cared for by colored hands,” and “the clothes
which they wear right next to their skins washed in houses where
Negroes live”-houses in which the said clothes “remain for as
long as a week at a time.” But if you marvel at the absurdity, keep
it dark! A casual word, and the united press of the South will be
upon your trail, denouncing you bitterly as a scoundrelly
damnyankee, a Bolshevik Jew.
Obviously, it is impossible for intelligence to flourish in such
an atmosphere. Free inquiry is blocked by the idiotic certainties
of ignorant men. The arts, save in the lower reaches of the gospel
hymn, the phonograph and the political harangue, are all held in
suspicion. The tone of public opinion is set by an upstart class but
lately emerged from industrial slavery into commercial enterprise
-the class of “bustling” business men, of “live wires,” of commercial club luminaries, of “drive” managers, of forward-lookers
and right-thinkers--in brief, of third-rate Southerners inoculated
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with all the worst traits of the Yankee sharper. One observes the
curious effects of an old tradition of truculence upon a population
now merely pushful and impudent, of an old tradition of chivalry
upon a population now quite without imagination. The old repose
is gone. The old romanticism is gone. The philistinism of the new
type of town-boomer Southerner is not only indifferent to the ideals
of the Old South; it is positively antagonistic to them. That
philistinism regards human life, not as an agreeable adventure,
but as a mere trial of rectitude and efficiency. It is overwhelmingly
utilitarian and moral. It is inconceivably hollow and obnoxious.
What remains of the ancient tradition is simply a certain charming
civility in private intercourse--often broken down, alas, by the
hot rages of Puritanism, but still generally visible. The Southerner,
at his worst, is never quite the surly cad that the Yankee is. His
sensitiveness may betray him into occasional bad manners, but in
the main he is a pleasant fellow-hospitable, polite, good-humored,
even jovial. . . . But a bit absurd. . . . A bit pathetic.
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